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Lake Wilbourn, air photo by Jim Griffin.

Spectacular Changes at Brock’s Gap

F

By Dr. Ed Stevenson

or those historians and history
buffs who have followed
the development of the
Birmingham mineral area and its
related cities, towns, and industries –
and those members of the JCHA who
have been reading this JEFFERSON
JOURNAL for a few years – Brock’s
Gap and its importance are well known.
Nitroglycerin and slave labor were
utilized to try to dig a deep cut so

that trains of that day could make the
grade across. It was not deep enough
to accomplish this goal during the
war. But the railroad was completed
and expanded and modified following
the war. Today the gap, but not the
original cut, is used by the main lines
of the L&N and CSX railroads, thereby
validating John T. Milner’s original
choice. The old cut was abandoned
(continued on page 3)
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reetings to all of you. I hope by the time you get this, the
weather is cooler and tree leaves are beginning to show some
color. We all owe our officers and board members a huge
debt of gratitude for the job they did in managing all of the details
and programs of the Association during the five months I was out of
commission, and absolutely no help. Thank you all!
I have some very good news to share from Vulcan Park and Museum,
hereinafter noted as VPM. Since VPM acquired the Birmingham
Alice McSpadden
History Center and became steward of the History Centers’ Artifact
Williams
Collection, a task force has been at work to create a 40+ page
Collections Management Document which their board adopted at its May board meeting.
It is extremely thorough, will last for a long time and be a large help going forward to
strategically plan.
On the financial front, there is more goods news. Although the City of Birmingham had
warned VPM their allocation for 2018-19 was going to be cut, in the end it was not and
VPM will receive level funding for the fiscal year. The most exciting news is that in June
they received a $93,500 check from the Barbara Ingalls Shook Foundation! These funds
will cover salary, taxes and benefits for the Collections Manager and a for a portion of the
Director of the Museum Programs positions. This is due to Garland Smith who made the
connection and guided the official request. Thank you Garland!
Also, Representative Jim Carns has graciously sent $2000 to VPM out of his discretionary
funds. In addition, a grant request has been submitted to the Institute of Museum and
Library Services to expand the work with the collection. If received, it will greatly speed up
the work to photograph, identify and verify the provenance of each item as well as digitize
and get it online. VPM should hear in time for the October meeting. Keep your fingers
crossed.
Speaking of the meeting. There is a real chance the October meeting will run over. There
is some business, there will be visitors, and we don’t want to cut the program in any way. It
should be great. Plan accordingly and I really hope to see you there.
Alice McSpadden Williams
President

Did you know?
Geologists usually measure the natural resources of coal in tons. Birmingham has so much
coal, that they measured it in years. In the 1950’s - at a time when coal consumption was
high - geologist said that the Birmingham area had enough coal to last another 3,000 years!
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(Brocks Gap continued from page 1)
and two new parallel cuts and a tunnel are now used by
those railroads. Our association’s historic marker is on
Shades Crest Road near Trace Crossings at one of those
modern cuts and the old cut site.
So, what are the changes? The answer is that there has
not been this much activity in that area for the last century.
The land has been owned by U.S. Steel Corporation until
recently. At one time, the small coal mine and mining
village of Elvira was located about a mile south of the, but
they have disappeared. A small paved country road, Elvira
Road, has existed from Shades Crest Road to Helena,
passing through the area, but is now closed. A small lake,
Lake Wilborn, has been present.
At the south end of the cuts, including the old original
and the new active cuts, a very large upscale residential
development now is being built, with 1000 homes and
lots. The area is now easily accessible by road, by going on
Stadium Trace Parkway, passing Hoover Stadium.
There are two contiguous developments, Lake Wilborn,
and Blackridge, both in the City of Hoover. A new dam
actually forms a new lake, and the old Elvira mine and
village appears to be under the water of the new lake.
Remains of the old lake are visible on the southern edge of
the new development.
The CSX railroad is just west of Lake Wilborn
development, and the L&N is east. The old Brock’s Gap
cut can be seen passing through the ridge from the north,
and a bridge on the road in the new development passes
over it where Blackridge is being developed. The former
original railbed now enters the new Lake Wilborn.
Within the next very few years, there will be thousands
of people obliviously living in a place that has had
significant importance in the growth and development
of metropolitan Birmingham. But, only a few inquiring
minds will want to know.
Sources:
The Jefferson Journals , 2011 and 2012. Articles by
Dr. Ed Stevenson and by Weldon Buwe.
Private research, discussions, and field trips of
Weldon Buwe.
Lake Wilborn Development office and the Internet.

JCHA historic marker at Brocks Gap.

South end of old Brock’s Gap cut from the new road.
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How Little Mary Got To Hollywood

A

By Tom Badham

ctually, it was fate or an accident. When the book
To Kill A Mockingbird became a smash best seller,
Universal-International Pictures grabbed the
movie rights. Early on, Gregory Peck decided he wanted
to play Atticus Finch. He then decided to put his own
money on the table by becoming the Executive Producer.
He and Universal-International executives decided to find
two unknown child actors from the South with authentic
accents to play Jem and Scout, Atticus’s children. To do this
they sent talent scouts to every little theater organization
in the South.
In the spring of 1961, Alice “Boatie” Boatwright, who
happened to be a Georgia native, arrived in Birmingham.
She had written the Birmingham little theater group
headed by James Hatcher to notify any and every child
between the ages of seven or eight and thirteen in the area
that had any acting experience. Tryouts at the then Clark
Little Theater would be held that Friday and Saturday.
Former local actress, Mary Badham (known in the family
as “Big Mary”), got a call from Director James Hatcher.
All the old gang was down at the theater. There’s a talent
scout down here doing try outs for two children’s roles
in a movie. Come on over, bring your daughter, “Little
Mary”. Big Mary had Elizabeth “Bimi” Woodward with
Little Mary for the weekend. Bring her too. You are just
down Highland Avenue. We’ve got a little party going on
here. It will be fun for the girls. So, Big Mary quickly got
the girls presentable, and drove over to the theater. Little
Mary and Bimi didn’t have a clue as to what was going on.
As Little Mary remembers it, everybody greeted Big
Mary with hugs and everybody talking all at once. Big
Mary introduced Little Mary and Bimi. Then as Big Mary
was visiting and catching up on her old friends in the
theater lobby, Little Mary and Bimi slipped into the cold
theater. The old theater’s boiler had not been turned on.
There were kids on an empty stage doing scenes that they
had memorized and other set pieces while their parents sat
quietly in the theater seats. Little Mary and Bimi slipped
in and sat down in the theater to watch. After a while,
their names were called!
Huh??!! Big Mary quickly came in and led them to the
foot of the stage. On the way she whispered to them just

Mary Badham’s first arrival at Los Angeles International
Airport.
to get up there and make up something, do “play pretend”
like they did for Little Mary’s father, Henry L. Badham, Jr.
Have fun. Do sorta what the other kids did.
Little Mary and her friends would “perform” for Henry
and Mary on their patio on summer evenings when the
weather was nice. The little girls would make up little skits
or try to ballet dancing (they were all in beginner ballet
class). It was all free-form and made up on the spot. Just
little girls having a ball making play-pretend in front of an
adoring (if small) audience.
Little Mary and Bimi stood there on stage for a bit, each
of them sort of rubbing their arms like you do when you
(continued on page 5)

Gregory Peck meeting Mary Badham at the Los Angeles
airport.
(Mary continued from page 4)
are trying to think and nothing is happening. Then Little
Mary had an idea. She made up a little skit on the spot
and led Bimi through it about how they were lost in the
woods and needed to chop some wood to build a fire so
they wouldn’t freeze.
So, they found some imaginary trees, chopped them
with imaginary axes, dragged the imaginary wood and
built an imaginary fire then warmed themselves by it while
wondering out loud how they were going to find their way
home out this imaginary forest. It wasn’t much, but it was
all they had. Little Mary didn’t know about the book. She
didn’t know that the character of the girl was a tomboy.
Ms. Boatwright saw immediately that the skinny dark

Harper Lee and Mary Badham on the To Kill a
Mockingbird set.
haired eight-year-old could “play pretend” at will and
that an audience didn’t bother her. She obviously was a
tomboy. Besides she looked really cute in that haircut that
almost looked like a depression era bowl haircut (How
she and Bimi got their haircuts is another story.) and had
a perfect accent, southern, but not country, for the part.
Little Mary’s name was put on the short list.
The day before, Ms. Boatwright had watched Phillip
Alford go through his paces. He seemed right for the part
too, with the right kind of accent and look. The next step
of the process was to send a carefully chosen expert still
photographer, Leo Fuchs, to Birmingham to photograph
Little Mary for a day or two. This was also to see if she was
bothered by getting photographed, the increased attention
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The Birmingham Axe Murders
From Birmingham Wiki

B

eginning in late 1919 through 1924, a series of
The saddest parts of the whole story are the victims. For
eighteen brutal, bloody murders with sixteen
the most part they were poor Italian emigrants who owned
more victims wounded, terrified Birmingham
and ran little one room grocery stores in the poorer parts
and its suburbs for four years. A hand axe was used as
of Birmingham and its suburbs. Most of their customers
the murder weapon in most of the
were the black industrial workers
murders. The murderer or gang of
laboring in the blast furnaces,
murderers were never completely or
rolling mills, coke ovens and mines.
definitively identified. The attacks’
The Italian families usually lived in
survivors were so traumatized they
a room behind or above the store.
could not give clear descriptions
The stores were basically open
of their attackers.
almost twenty-four hours a day to
Accounts of the number of
handle customers at shift change.
crimes committed by the gang
At least one family member was
vary, as do the lists of people killed
on duty keeping the store open.
or wounded in their attacks. The
The little stores truly did a nickel
New York Times reported there
and dime business. Most purchases
had been 24 killed in 44 attacks,
were less than a dollar in cost.
Henry
the
Hacker
as
portrayed
in
the
Birmingham
while the Birmingham papers
Some of the family names are
counted only 15 dead and 13 News.
still recognized in Birmingham
wounded attributable to the “syndicate”. A review of cases
such as the Baldone, Grafeo and Romeo families. There
by Jeremy Gray for al.com in 2013 found 18 dead and 16
was newspaper speculation that the Axe Gang was part of
injured.
Italian “Black Hand” vendetta and robbery when Charles
The murders were publicized nationwide in the
Baldone, wife, Mary, and 14-year-old daughter Virginia,
newspapers. While suspects were arrested, questioned
were attacked July 13, 1921, at their shop at 4510 10th
(some under an experimental “truth serum”), tried,
Ave. N. The three spent several weeks in a hospital.
convicted to prison sentences with some hanged; there
“Robbery, vendetta, and vengeance of negro tenants were
never was unbiased, definitive proof of guilt. The blatant
advanced as possible motive,” The Birmingham News
racism of the police and sheriff’s departments made the
reported. Other News reports said the Baldones refused to
departments’ actions suspect.
identify their attackers and that police believed the attack
Though no overall pattern connecting the crimes was
was the result of “a family vendetta.” The couple’s 3-yearestablished, they appeared to Birmingham Police Chief
old son, Frank, told police he saw a black man strike his
Fred McDuff to fall into at least two classifications. In
father, the News reported.
many cases small shop owners, often foreign-born, were
A descendant, Birmingham tailor Butch Baldone,
targeted in robberies, some of which were suspected of
believes the attack was the work of “The Black Hand,” a
resulting from disputes between thieves and their fences.
ring of extortionists that plagued immigrant communities
In another group of cases, police suspected retribution
nationwide.
on behalf of presumed victims of miscegenation. From
The first murder was determined to be Mr. G.T. Ary,
the few descriptions given by surviving victims, police
attacked with an ax November 28, 1919, at the chain
considered all African Americans with criminal records to
store he managed at 801 13th St. S. Mr. Ary died the next
be suspects. The media helped shape the idea that a single
day without ever regaining consciousness. The next was
killer, dubbed “Henry the Hacker” was to blame for the
John Besler, 65, attacked either on Dec. 23 or Dec. 24,
spate of gruesome murders.
(continued on page 7)

Axe used in Vitellaro assault, pictured in the Birmingham News 1923.
(Hacker continued from page 6)
1919, at the mercantile shop he ran for 25 years at 1801
5th Ave. N. Besler was found bound and gagged and his
cash register emptied. Although Besler had been beaten
with a shovel, his death was listed as one of the earliest axe
slayings. As more people were murdered, another motive
seemed to appear.
On October 21, 1922, Telegrapher Julius Silverburg,
age 20, and Louise Carter, a black woman, were murdered
by blows to the head in an alley behind a home at
1816 6th Avenue North. Police first suspected “a Negro
organization” avenging the “intermingling of the races,”
but later tied the attack to the string of axe murders of the
merchants.
Numerous arrests were made, and some convictions
obtained in the attacks. Nevertheless, a public uproar rose
in response to the frequent grisly attacks. Commissioner
of Public Safety William Cloe made an “appeal to the
people of Birmingham not to give way to hysteria over the
recent axe murders,” and continued denying the surge of
pistol permits flooding his office. He did suggest that small
merchants should consider closing earlier in the evenings.
Sheriff Thomas Shirley also downplayed the story.
Though the evidence was thin and many victims refused
to cooperate with police, investigators came to suspect
a close group, or “syndicate” of killers. The Ku Klux
Klan marched through Avondale in a show of force that
Chief McDuff hoped might stop the killings. An Italian
Protection League also formed to defend shop-owners and
their families. The attacks on shop owners apparently came

to an end after five African Americans were arrested in
the winter of 1923-24. At least the brutal armed robberies
occurring after the arrests were no longer tied to “Henry
the Hacker” or the “axe syndicate”.
On January 6, 1923, Robert John Turner, a painter, was
killed at the home of an African American woman, Lillie
Belle, who was knocked senseless, but survived the assault.
Mary Francis Sanders testified that she was part of a group
which had targeted the mixed-race couple.
According to her account, the group of 10 were drinking
“skulls and crossbones” in a downtown shanty when
someone suggested they go “skulling” (knocking people
over the head to rob them). She identified Peyton “Foots”
Johnson and Odell and nineteen year old Pearl Jackson as
having later bragged about Turner’s murder. Pearl Jackson
reportedly confessed a second time and was to have
pleaded guilty, but denied the confession later. The three
were convicted and sentenced to hang.
During interrogations, Odell and Pearl Jackson, Peyton
“Foots” Johnson and Fred Glover were given doses of the
experimental “truth serum” consisting of scopolamine and
morphine. While under the influence of the drug mixture,
they collectively confessed to eight of the murders. Those
confessions were affirmed after the effects of the drug had
worn off. Furthermore, Jefferson County Solicitor James
Davis said that the suspects’ statements included elements
of some of the crimes which had not been made public.
Investigators, which included Jefferson County Sheriff
Thomas Shirley and Paul Cole, Chief of Detectives in
(continued on page 16)
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Under the white X in the photo, Private Henry Badham participates in the Alabama National Guard’s march through Birmingham
on June 26, 1916. Photo is from the Birmingham Age Hearald, Sunday, July 30, 1916.

The Jefferson Light Artillery and Pancho Villa
By Tom Badham
t seemed like a good idea, why not? These fellows get
Spanish-American War of 1898. The army had nothing
to shoot artillery pieces occasionally and ride horses.
but contempt for them.
That’s fun. They get to camp out in the woods for a
The young men volunteered, enlisted as privates even
couple of weeks in the summertime, that’s like a vacation.
though they were college graduates. They signed up just in
They get to wear snazzy uniforms to dances, and they
time to see that cozy, romantic little world start changing
really impress the girls at those dances. They even get paid
to meet the horrible realities of modern European trench
for all of this! Let’s see if we can join up. We might even
warfare.
get a crack at this Villa fellow.
In the early morning hours of March 9, 1916, the
So, went the slightly tipsy reasoning of several young
Mexican bandit-patriot, Pancho Villa and several hundred
Alabama men on a soft spring evening in 1916. And they
of his armed, mounted compatriots swept into the little
were right. Most National Guard units in the South and
town of Columbus, New Mexico. According to legend,
the rest of the country were little more than young men’s
Villa made a deal with merchants of Columbus to
social clubs. The regular army refused to use them in the
purchase dynamite, rifles and ammo. The merchants kept

I
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Written on back of Kennedy Plunkett photo: Mark Crankton and John. Three jackasses and a couple of horses. The horses are much
more intellegent as they never joined the army.
the money and stiffed Villa. Villa came in loaded for bear
consisted of 172 officers and 2,826 enlisted men. They
looking for his weapons or his money.
formed two infantry regiments, two field artillery
Street fighting between Villa’s men and a detachment of
batteries, one quartermaster corps and one company of
the 13th U.S. Cavalry began. Several buildings in the town
signal troops. This included Battery C, grandly called the
began to burn, setting other tinder dry wooden buildings
Jefferson Light Artillery by The Birmingham Age Herald
ablaze. The battle raged in the burning town until dawn.
Henry Lee Badham, Jr., 23 years old, was one of those
When the fight ended, eight American soldiers and nine
volunteers as a horseman in the battery. Many years later
civilians lay dead in the smoldering ruins of the little
his young daughter Mary asked about all the fun he must
village.
have had riding the horses pulling the caissons. Henry told
After a month of indecisive diplomacy, President
her that not only was it hard work tending to those beasts,
Woodrow Wilson ordered the U.S. Army to pursue
but moving the caissons and cannons was dangerous as
Pancho Villa as far into Mexico as necessary to bring him
hell.
to bay. The army high command used this expedition to
Because the cannons and caissons were so heavy and had
activate every Militia and National Guard unit they could.
no brakes, they had to be galloped downhill so that the
This might give the army a small cadre of young men who
cannon wouldn’t run over the men and horses pulling it.
had some familiarity with military life and training if and
If they hit a hole or any of the horses stumbled, they could
when they went to Europe.
be thrown or crushed by the cannon and caisson.
On June 19, 1916, President Woodrow Wilson
For two years a vicious blood-bath of a stalemated war
federalized the Alabama National Guard and the other
raged in Europe–and we were slowly being dragged into it.
states’ National Guards. The Alabama National Guard
(continued on page 10)
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Our standing professional army was so tiny and ill-trained
that it was a bad joke compared to European military
standards. In size, the US army shared seventeenth place
with the armies of Chile, Denmark and the Netherlands.
Most enlisted men in this small army could barely read
or write. Illiteracy was common. There weren’t even very
many young privates. Most of the enlisted personnel were
near thirty or past that, and still had but one stripe on
their sleeves.
From the start, Battery C got a reputation as a “silk
stocking outfit.” According to the Age Herald, “Battery
C, of the Artillery, is composed of many of the most
prominent young men of the city. Its members are all
college graduates and men known in the professions.”
Later on, a reporter asked one of Battery C’s men about
its “silk stockings”. He pulled up his pants leg and told the
reporter, “I don’t know anything about any silk stockings.
These here are good Woodlawn socks!”
Army engineers laid out an improvised mustering-in
camp in Montgomery, Alabama’s Vandiver Park.
On Monday, June 26th, Private Henry Badham,
performing his military job of Horseman for Battery C,
rode one of the mules drawing the caisson of one of the
Battery’s obsolete French-made 75mm. artillery pieces
through Birmingham to the train station to entrain for
Montgomery. He then participated in the Birmingham
area units’ march through downtown Birmingham to the
Union train station.
The National Guard units officially mustered into
Federal Service on June 30, 1916. Battery C and all the
other Alabama Guard units encamped in Montgomery’s
Vandiver Park, which was re-named “Camp Vandiver”.
The army had two massive jobs to accomplish with these
units. They first had to be turned from rag-tag social clubs
into trained and disciplined army units.
These units also had to be properly equipped to go into
the field. What little equipment the units had dated from
the Spanish-American War. Most of the men didn’t even
have one complete army uniform and very few had a pair
of army brogans. When the units got to Camp Vandiver,
it was almost impossible to tell the soldiers from the sightseers.
The men stayed at Camp Vandiver throughout that
long summer while the army tried to train and equip

No. 4

Artillary Signaling Range Party. left to right: Henry Badham,
Mark Crookshank, George Whatley
them. Due to Presidential inclination and Congressional
under funding, the army’s quartermasters had very little
equipment and uniforms on hand to give them.
Until some army discipline toughened these green-asgrass units, Selma was as close to Mexico as these National
Guard units would march. In the past, poorly trained, led
and disciplined militia units turned into leaderless mobs
in the field.
On July 6, a hurricane roared inland from the Gulf coast
with high winds and continuous thunderstorms flattening
and almost flooding out the camp. Downed telegraph lines
and washed out railroad embankments cut off Pensacola
and Mobile for three days.
When mustered into Federal Service, the troops were
supposed to be paid a month’s pay. Most of the men had
been fully occupied with unit duties since the middle of
June. They were running out of money for small personal
needs. Every Friday of July would depart without any pay
arriving.
While waiting for the Battery’s promised, but overdue,
pay Henry and a Birmingham friend, Pat Gresham started
their own loan company “The Bank of Battery C” for the
(continued on page 11)
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Kennedy Plunkett standing beside the United States - Mexican Border Boundary Post at Douglas, Arizona, looking towards Agua
Prieta, Mexico. Written on the back of the photo: Boundary Post. Railroad into Mexico. Agua Prieta in background. “X” marks Mexican Custom house.
(Artillery continued from page 10)
troops. They loaned sums of usually a dollar or less to
soldiers who had a bad case of the “shorts”. A bag of Bull
Durham tobacco cost a nickel, tooth powder, a dime.
On August 3rd, The Birmingham Age Herald noted
the developing pay crisis was causing problems for the
volunteers. “...In the meantime, the “Bank of Battery
C” is doing a thriving business. The boys are borrowing
a quarter or a half dollar whenever possible.” Kennedy
Plunkett, whose daughter Margaret (“Peggy” married
Henry Badham III), often told the story of how he was
one of Henry’s best customers.
On Wednesday, August 8th, Pay Call finally sounded in
Camp Vandiver with all troops being paid by Thursday. It
must have been a cause for great celebration. In the evening
of the 9th, a brawl broke out between the two regiments.
Back in June the Guardsmen read of a crazy cavalry
lieutenant named George S. Patton. He bragged that he
shot it out with a band of Mexican bandits just using his
silver-plated Colt Peacemaker revolver. He even claimed

to have killed two or three!
The troops probably had a good laugh over that. By
this time, they’d found out for themselves what a crazed
bunch of lunatics the army had for regular officers. And, if
anything, the sergeants and enlisted men were worse. Men
who could barely write their names were now sergeants
after spending nine or ten years as lowly privates. These
new sergeants had a lot to pass on to the men of Battery
C–those new, city slicker, pampered, college boy privates.
The real facts of army life were quickly and brutally
impressed upon the new volunteers. They learned the
mindless marching drill so well that they could do it in
their sleep and probably did do it asleep, sometimes.
They learned how to obey any order without hesitation or
thinking.
Pancho Villa would be a snap to handle after trying to
keep their sergeants happy. Their own National Guard
officers, who were their friends and business associates, were
only glimpsed occasionally. Any National Guard officer
(continued on page 14)
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From the Birmingham History Center Collection
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Message from Khari Marquette:

Fox Grocery Building 1895 Date Block

riginally from England, John Fox settled with his
market, to a barber shop, to a shoe store. The second floor
wife in Ontario, Canada before bringing his family
contained the offices of the Birmingham Business College.
to Birmingham sometime in the late 1880s. He
The third floor, knows as “Third Loft” or “Fox Hall,” was
opened his first grocery close to the Alice Furnace while
rented to community groups for meetings, concerts, and
his three sons, John George,
religious services throughout
David James, and William
the life of the building. In
Thomas, briefly worked in the
fact, today’s Palisades Church
furnace. By 1887, the family
of Christ rented the space for
relocated their grocery store,
services for almost 15 years
then called “John Fox’s Sons
beginning in 1897.
Groceries,” to a building on
This piece of the Fox
Third Avenue and Nineteenth
Grocery Building façade was
Street. During this time, the
donated to the Birmingham
family enjoyed success, and
History Center Collection
John’s son, David, became
by Guin Robinson in 2007.
involved in city politics. David
This particular piece would
Fox was elected Birmingham’s
have been visible from the
Fox Grocery building 19th Street and 4th avenue across
th
9 mayor in 1893 for one,
Nineteenth Street side of
from city hall.
year-long term.
the building, with the name
In 1895, one year after David’s term as mayor ended,
of the building on the Fourth Avenue side. Despite
the family built the Fox Building, and their store became
strong local efforts to preserve it, the Fox Building was
Birmingham’s largest grocery store. The brick, three story,
demolished in 1981. At the time, it was one of only a
late Victorian-style commercial building was built on the
handful of Birmingham’s early commercial buildings still
corner of Nineteenth Street and Fourth Avenue, across
standing. Today it is the site of the One Federal Place
from Birmingham’s City Hall at the time. Its location
office building.
was on the edge of the city’s commercial and residential
To support our efforts and follow our progress in sharing
districts, with the residential areas being north and
and preserving Birmingham’s history, please consider
commercial being south. John Fox’s Sons Groceries would
a one-year, free trial membership to Vulcan Park and
operate from this location until 1910, after which time it
Museum. Contact Elizabeth Choy at echoy@visitvulcan.
was occupied by multiple businesses ranging from a meat
com or 205-933-1409 x111.

Date block from the Fox Grocery building.
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Khari Marquette describing the Save The Finley Roundhouse Organization with Alice McSpadden Williams.

G

ood evening everyone, I would just like to let y’all
know that--IT’S OFFICIAL! I am going off to
college in Georgia. I will attend the Georgia State
University School of Music in Atlanta, GA for the 20182019 semester and I will pursue a Bachelor of Music
degree (Piano Performance) and I will work my way up
to major in Jazz Studies and Composition and will pursue
a Master of Music degree in the years coming during my
tenure at Georgia State University. I will be an official
member of the GSU Class of 2022. I encourage you all to
keep me in your thoughts and prayers that I achieve well
at GSU. I will leave Birmingham on Labor Day and will
begin my classes on the 4th of September.
Thank you all for supporting my mission to get into
the GSU School of Music, and also a great thanks for

supporting my quest to rescue history here in saving the
Finley Roundhouse, as for you all have devoted time
in creating the organization that will oversee not just
MY vision, but everyone’s vision for the future of the
most historic railroad relic in Birmingham--the Finley
Roundhouse. You all have been good allies. We have a lot
of more work to do in the long-term, but we will get there
by faith and perseverance.
Again, thank you all very much. We will be in touch
and we’ll continue the business of Save The Finley
Roundhouse when I get anchored into GSU.

Khari Marquette
President, Save The Finley Roundhouse
(205) 598-5558
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(Artillery continued from page 11)
who didn’t measure up was sent back home, if possible.
This was serious work. These men were too valuable for a
bad officer to ruin.
Battery C entrained for the border on October 4,
1916. They arrived in Douglas, Arizona, on October
10th. Ostensibly, the National Guard’s job was to guard
the border from further Mexican attack, but its real job
was to train its men into some semblance of soldiers. The
few real military men in the army saw the black clouds
of war boiling half a world away and knew how horribly
unprepared our men were. Those few happy-go-lucky
volunteers were all they had. These men had to be trained
to lead other young, innocent men into a terrible Hell that
none could adequately conceive.
The Fall days were long, dusty, and dry in the desert near
the tiny Arizona border town. Pancho Villa and his men
had disappeared into the high, empty, 94,000 square mile
Chihuahuan desert on their tough little Mexican ponies.
Now the large, proud, grain-fed horses and mules of the
U.S. Cavalry foundered and died trying to chase Villa’s
cold trail.
But even the army couldn’t foul up every day. One
soldier remembered that they played a lot of baseball. The
men did have time to visit the settlement of Douglas. They
made friends, even got to meet the few girls in town.
The obsolete artillery pieces they practiced with were ideal
for pulling behind a column of troops chasing Indians. In
modern warfare each side tries to situate its artillery so that
the big guns can bombard the other side’s troops, support
with artillery fire its own troops, and knock out the other
side’s artillery.
Our French 75’s were tiny and short ranged compared to
what was being used in Europe. But, as one old National

Guard veteran later recounted, our boys could bring those
guns right down into the trenches and fire them like
pistols. They were real handy against machine gun nests
and other fortified positions.
Most of the young college men of Battery C became
officers in World War I. In their various capacities they
served with honor and distinction. The first six U.S.
army divisions to go to France were loaded with “Border
Men”. One, the Rainbow Division, was made up almost
exclusively of them. When things would get really rough
in the trenches, the Guardsmen would growl, “If you
think this is bad, you should have been with us down on
the Border.”
Kennedy Plunkett was one of those men. A German
poison gas attack seriously injured his lungs. He survived
for less than ten years after the war. Pancho Villa never
again attacked a U.S. town. His group of horsemen
suffered over a hundred wounded in the Columbus raid.
With his hands full on his side of the border, Villa left the
crazy gringos alone.
When the National Guard units were folded into the
US Army with the declaration of war against Germany,
Henry marched down a different path. He volunteered for
the aeronautical section of the US Army’s Signal Corps.
He was going to train as a pilot! A job the army’s senior
officers thought was so dangerous as to be almost suicidal.
But, that’s another story.
Sources:
Berry, Henry; Make the Kaiser Dance, The American
Experience in World War I.,
Badham, Thomas; Eyes of the Eagle, The Exploits of
Henry Lee Badham, Jr. and William Terry Badham in
the AEF.
Various Birmingham Age-Herald news stories of 1916.

Jefferson Artillery firing explosive shells at Douglas, Arizona for the first time.
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and if she would be co-operative with direction.
The hard part would be to convince her father Henry to
allow it. He did not want his princess to have anything to
do with Hollywood. He finally gave grudging approval to
having the pictures taken. What were the odds that they
would pick this little girl anyway, a million to one? She
had never shown any real desire to be on stage. She had
no training. Universal would certainly pick some other
little girl. Besides, Mary and Henry would get some nice
photographs of Little Mary out of the deal.
Then Universal wanted to fly the family to New York
City for three or four days to do a film test of Little Mary.
They even included Bimi Woodward on the trip. They
also arranged for Little Mary to do a small fashion spread
in Vogue Magazine
Henry and Big Mary were sent Little Mary’s movie
contract. No contract in the state of Alabama was ever
scrutinized more carefully. Henry was deeply conflicted.
Universal expected Little Mary’s part in filming to last at
least three months and would pay her a huge salary, for
the time, plus all living expenses
I think Henry’s age, 68, and health – he’d already had
one heart attack – finally decided the issue. He couldn’t
take the future for granted. The state of California had
laws about holding a certain percentage of child’s movie
earnings in trust. Henry would long term invest all of her
earnings in a trust fund. This would help make sure that

his daughter was taken care of, even if he wasn’t there.
His caveat still stood, though. If she decided she wanted
to come home, he’d bring her home immediately and
Hollywood could go to Hell!

Little Mary, Big Mary, and Henry Badham flying to Los
Angeles International Airport.

Photographer Leo Fuchs and Mary in Birmingham.

Channel 6 promotional photo for the Bennie Carle show.
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Jefferson County Sherriff
Birmingham Police Chief
Thomas Shirley.
Fred McDuff.
(Hacker continued from page 7)
the Birmingham Police Department, described the three
members of the gang as a “syndicate” of murderers who
drew straws for the privilege of attacking selected targets.
A man named Garfield was alleged to have founded the
gang, but died of natural causes during 1922. Several
members of the gang were presumed to remain at-large.
By February, ten suspects had been identified.
Jackson and the Johnson couple were convicted in Judge
William Fort’s courtroom in Jefferson County Circuit
Court in February,1924,and sentenced to hang.
Interviewed in jail that November, both Johnsons
denied having made confessions. Ed “Bulls Eye” Jackson
was also convicted of having participated in the crime and
sentenced to life in prison. At re-trial, Jackson was given a

Advertusement from The Birmingham News, circa 1960.
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10-year sentence and the death sentences for the Johnsons
were confirmed. Their hangings were scheduled for August
7, 1925, but Governor William Brandon commuted the
sentences the day before.
Thomas Lee Gardner was convicted of attacking Tony
and Rosa Lorino on January 25, 1922 at their store and
sentenced to life. Mack and Sylvester Brown were convicted
for the October, 1921, murder of Gaspero Lonza and
sentenced to 15 and 10 years hard labor, respectively.
Lillie Byrd was convicted for the December 21, 1921,
murders of Joseph and Susie Manitone and sentenced to
two 99-year prison terms. Frank Owens was sentenced to
hang for the separate murder attacks May 24, 1924, on
L.M. Watkins and Richard Warner.
Sources: Birmingham Axe Syndicate, Birmingham
Wiki, Birmingham “Ax Men” by Jeremy Gray (jgray@
al.com)

Western Supermarket 5 Points West, 1981.

